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Sr. 
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Correct 

Answer

1 IP I Which of the following is not a valid C variable name? int number; float rate;
int 

variable_count;
int $main; 4

2 IP I _____ is the processes of finding and correcting the errors Debugging Linking Executing Writing 1

3 IP II 0 9 0 8 1 8 1 9 2

4 IP II
What error is generated on placing an address operator with 

a variable in the printf statement?

Compile Time 

Error
Logical Error Run time Error No error 3

5 IP III
Which loop is most suitable to first perform the operation and 

then test the condition?
for loop while loop do loop do while loop 4

6 IP III
The value obtained in the function is given back to main by 

using ________ keyword.
return static void new 1

7 IP IV What is #include <stdio.h>?
File inclusion 

directive

processor 

directive

macro 

substitution

Inclusion 

Directive
2

8 IP IV Comment on the following C statement. : int (*a)[7];
An array "a" of 

pointers

An ragged 

array

A pointer "a" to 

an array

A array "a" to 

function
3
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9 IP V
Undefined 

behaviuor
10 Runtime crash

Compile time 

error
4

10 IP V Which of the following is a collection of different data types? arrays variables structure string 3

11 IP I Computer understands ---------- language English Machine Hindi Assembly 2

12 IP II C language uses -------- Assembler Interpretar Compiler Program Code 3

13 IP III Keywords are also called as ------- words Reserved Logical Meaningful Permanent 1

14 IP IV C programs can be wrriten in --------- editor Wordpad Turbo C MS Word MS Excel 2

15 IP V Size of integer datatype is ------- bytes 6 2 1 5 2

16 IP I
Which statement is not correct. Machine language is 

________.
portable

low level 

language

binary 

language

represented as 

series of 0's 

ans 1's

1

17 IP I
When program with no syntax errors produces incorrect 

output, then it may contain ______.
no keywards

binary 

language
logical errors incorrect syntax 3

18 IP II if a=10 and b=5 then a*=b will be _______. 5 50 15 10 2

19 IP II
printf("++a = %d \n", ++a); What will be the output? Assume 

a=12
11 12 13 24 3

20 IP III
_____ loop executes atleast once irrespective of loop 

condition.
while for do while nested loop 3

21 IP III
A function ________ gives information to the compiler that 

the function may later be used in the program.
definition prototype call parameters 2

22 IP IV
In automatic storage class default initial value of a variable is 

_______.
zero unpredictable one -1 2
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23 IP IV In an array elements are numbered starting with _____. 1 0 -1
compiler 

dependent
2

24 IP V Pointer variable can hold ________. integer value float value

address of 

another 

variable

string data 3

25 IP V _____ operator is used to access member of a structure. & dot bracket && 2

26 IP I C is a _____________ language. Interpreted Assembly compiled
none of the 

above
3

27 IP I int main() function in C is used for ?

prints the 

output onto the 

screen.

This command 

waits for any 

character input 

from keyboard.

This is the 

function from 

where 

execution of 

any C program 

begins.

This command 

terminates C 

program (main 

function) and 

returns 0.

3

28 IP II ______________is console input/output header file. stdio.h math.h conio.h time.h 3

29 IP II

____________ performs logical conjunction of two 

expressions.If either expression evaluates to False, the result 

is False.

&& || ! * 1

30 IP III
_________ is a control statement that allows us to choose 

only one choice among the many given choices.

If-Else 

statement

Switch 

statement
If statement while loop 2

31 IP III
In ________, the address of the variable is passed into the 

function call as the actual parameter.
call by data call by value

call by 

reference
call by variable 3

32 IP IV
This macro defines constant value and can be any of the 

basic data types ?
#include #ifdef #define #undef 3

33 IP IV
______ a kind of data structure that can store a fixed-size 

sequential collection of elements of the same type.
Pointer Arrays Variables

none of the 

above
2

34 IP V
A __________ in C language is a variable which holds the 

address of another variable of same data type.
Array Pointer Operators Structs 2

35 IP V
_____ is a user-defined datatype in C language which allows 

us to combine data of different types together
Operators Pointer Array Structure 4

36 IP I What is called as father of c Programming language? Dennis Ritchie Bill Gates Steve jobs Ken Thompson A

37 IP I C programming was created in the year 1976 1980 1972 1967 C

38 IP II Which of the following is not an arithmetic operation? a*=20; a/=30 a%=40 a!=50 D

39 IP II
Which of the following data type will throw an error on 

modulus operation(%)?
char short float int C
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40 IP III
which of the following cannot be checked in a switch-case 

statement?
Character integer float enum C

41 IP III The default parameter passing mechanism is call by value
call by 

reference

call by value 

result
call by result A

42 IP IV What is the formate identifier for "static a=20.5;"? %s %d %f %h B

43 IP IV An array index starts with.? -1 0 1 2 B

44 IP V
Structure is declared using the 

keyword___________________
stru struct str struc B

45 IP V The address is same for all memebers of a _____________ structure union array pointer B

46 DE I Binary equivalent of hexadecimal number (B 5. F) is _____
1110 

0110.1111

1011 

0101.1111

1110 

1010.1111

1010 

0101.1110
2

47 DE I 1's complement of ( 1 1 0 1 0 1 ) is 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1

48 DE II As per Boolean Algebra, A .0 is ____ A 1 0 A' 3

49 DE II
In K-map simplification technique, formation of pair eliminates 

____ literals.
2 3 4 1 4

50 DE III Which of the following is not a combinational circuit? Half Adder Multiplexer Decoder Counter 4

51 DE III Full adder adds ____ bits at a time. 2 3 4 5 2

52 DE IV
A ____ is a digital circuit which has 'n' data inputs and single 

output.
Demultiplexer Multiplexer Flip-flop Adder 2

53 DE IV In D Flip flop, D stands for ____ Delay Double Data Demux 1

54 DE V
In _____ counters, the external clock pulse is applied to all 

the flip-flops simultaneously.
Asymmetric Symmetric Synchronous Asynchronous 3

55 DE V
Which of the following is not a operation mode of Shift 

registers?
SISO SIPO PISO IOPS 4

56 DE I Which one of the following is non-weighted code? Gray code Octal Code
Hexa-decimal 

code
Binary code 1

57 DE I
Which one of these is used for transmitting text information in 

the form of series of ON-OFF tones or lights or clicks?
Hollerith Code Morse Code EBCDIC Code Hamming Code 2

58 DE II According to Boolean Algebra , A+ 1= A 1 0 2 2

59 DE II
For a two input AND GATE output will be always high when 

______

one of the 

inputs is high

one of the 

inputs is low

both the inputs 

are low

both the inputs 

are high
4

60 DE III The most common binary parallel adder in the IC form is IC 74 LS 32 IC 74 LS 04 IC 74 LS 08 IC 74 LS 83 4

61 DE III Combinational circuit is made up of __________ logic gates logic functions
Boolean 

algebra

non-digital 

gates.
1
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62 DE IV Which of the following is not an application of Multiplexer?

In the data 

Acquisition 

system

It is used for 

simplification of 

logic design

In the D/A 

Converter

Relay 

Actuators
4

63 DE IV
The Race Around Condition around JK latch can be avoided 

by using______

Master Slave 

JK Flip Flop
SR Flip Flop D latch T Flip Flop 1

64 DE V IC _____ is used as a decade counter. 7474 7490 7404 7400 2

65 DE V Which of the following is not an application of counter? digital clock
In digital 

Voltmeter

Digital 

Triangular

In pressure 

reading
4

66 DE I Convert hexadecimal value 16 to decimal. 2210 1210 1610 2010 1

67 DE II The gate which is called an inverter is called _________ NOR NAND EXOR NOT 4

68 DE III Total number of inputs in a half adder is __________ 1 3 2 4 3

69 DE IV The D flip-flop has _______ input. 2 1 3 4 3

70 DE V MOD-16 counter requires ________ no. of states. 4 8 16 32 3

71 DE I
What should be equivalent decimal number for the binary 

number (1010 1010)?
170 169 171 172 1

72 DE I What is the multiplication of the number 111 x 11 10111 11001 10101 11100 3

73 DE II
Which of the following is Not expressing De-Morgan’s Law? ( 

Note: A’ and B’ are complements of A and B respectively)
A’B’=(A+B)’ A’+B’=(AB)’

A’B’C’=(A+B+C

)’

A’B’C’=(A’+B’+

C’)’
4

74 DE II

For Equation 2 input and output Ex- OR gate, which is 

equivalent canonical equation? ( Note: A’ ,B’ and C’ are 

complements of A , B and C respectively)

Y(AB)=∑m(0,1) Y(AB)=∑m(1,2) Y(AB)=∑m(0,3) Y(AB)=∑m(2,3) 2

75 DE III

In single digit binary comparator Which of the following is 

correct expression for A>B ( Note: A’ and B’ are 

complements of A and B respectively)

A’B AB’+A’B A.B’ A+B’ 3

76 DE III We can design adder with the help of______ Multiplexer Demultiplexer Comparator Encoder 2

77 DE IV Which of the following IC is used as 4:1 Multiplexer? 74153 74244 74148 47138 1

78 DE IV
In JK flop flops (NAND gate Based), the toggle condition is 

achieved when the____
J=K=0 J=K=1 J=0, K=0 J=0, K=1 2

79 DE V What is true about Pseudo Random Number Generator?

It is random 

number 

generator in 

true sense

It is generates 

unpredictable 

pattern of 

numbers

Its next 

operational 

state is 

predictable

It generates 

predictable 

numbers which 

looks like 

random 

number

4
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80 DE V

Assume four D- Flip- Flop connected serially to each other as 

extreme left is input flip flop and extreme right is output flip 

flop. If the output of the ‘output flip flop’ applied the input of 

the ‘input flip flop’ and all the clock terminals are connected to 

the common clock it will have function of ____

Johnsons 

Counter

Pseudo 

Random 

Number 

Generator

Ring Counter
Twisted 

Counter
3

81 DE I
An _____________ signal is defined as the signal having 

continous values.
digital analog pulse frequency 2

82 DE I Convert binary 1110 to gray code __________. 1011 1011 1010 1001 4

83 DE II NAND and NOR gates are called ____________ gates. universal logic display digital 1

84 DE II There are ______ cells in a 4-variable K-map. 12 16 18 8 2

85 DE III 3 bits full adder contains ________
3 combinational 

inputs

4 combinational 

inputs

6 combinational 

inputs

8 combinational 

inputs
4

86 DE III
One example of the use of an S-R flip-flop is as 

___________

Transition 

pulse generator
Racer

Switch 

debouncer

Astable 

oscillator
3

87 DE IV
How many NOT gates are required for the construction of a 4-

to-1 multiplexer?
3 4 2 5 3

88 DE IV The sequential circuit is also called ___________ Flip-flop Latch Strobe Adder 2

89 DE V BCD counter is also known as ____________ Parallel counter
Decade 

counter

Synchronous 

counter
VLSI counter 2

90 DE V The full form of SIPO is ___________
Serial-in 

Parallel-out

Parallel-in 

Serial-out

Serial-in Serial-

out

Serial-In 

Peripheral-Out
1

91 OS I Long term schedular is also known as________. swapper dispatcher job schedular CPU schedular 3

92 OS I

Statement 1: In Batch operating system CPU is often idle, 

because the speed 

of the mechanical I/O devices is slower than the CPU.

Statement 2:Spooling is capable of overlapping I/O operation 

for one job with processor 

operations for another job.

Choose the appropriate option for the obove statements.

Statement 1 is 

TRUE 

and 2 is 

FALSE.

Statement 1 is

FALSE 

and 2 is TRUE.

Statements 1 

and 2 

both are TRUE.

Statements 1 

and 2

are FALSE.

3

93 OS II

What is the effective memory access time if TLB access time 

is 50us , 

main memory access time is 400us and TLB hit ratio is 90% 

?

450us 480us 470us 490us 4
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94 OS II Which of the following is not memory allocation algorithm?
First Fit 

Algorithm

Last Fit 

Algorithm

Best Fit 

Algorithm

Worst Fit 

Algorithm
2

95 OS III

What are the necessary conditions of deadlock?

A) Mutual Exclusion

B) Hold and Wait

c) No pre-emption

only A A and B only C A, B and C 4

96 OS III

Time taken to locate the disk arm to specified track where the 

data is to 

be read or write is called as?
mean time seek time

disk access 

time

rotational 

latency
2

97 OS IV SAAS stands for _____
Software As A 

Service

Software As A 

System

System As A 

Service

Software As A 

Support
1

98 OS IV

In ________,the virtual machine simulates hardware,so it can 

be 

independent of the underlying system hardware.

paravirtualisatio

n
emulation

full 

virtualisation

All of the 

Obove
2

99 OS V
The _________is the technique used to protect a critical 

section in Linux
Spinlocks Hold and Wait

Bounded 

Waiting

Disable 

Interrupt
1

100 OS V OHA Stands for_________.
Open Handset 

Association

Open Handset 

Alliance

Open Handset 

Application

Open Host 

Application
2

101 OS I __________ are also called as lightweight processes. Threads PCB states context switch 1

102 OS I
_______________ is a part of program where shared 

resources are accessed by various processes.
race condition semaphore critical section progress 3

103 OS II

A _________________ is paging system with swapping 

where pages are brought in main memory from secondary 

storage on demand.

demand paging segmentation
page 

replacement
Thrashing 1

104 OS II ________________ keeps track of files. paging directories Thrashing critical section 2

105 OS III
In ______________ processes never finish execution as 

resources are held up by other process.
deadlock SJF recovery bankers 1

106 OS III
________________ means same process will be selected 

many times to preempt the resorces.
Starvation rollback avoidance kill a process 1

107 OS IV
The _________ creates the illusion of multiple machines on 

the same physical hardware.
cloud VMM MMU UMA 2

108 OS IV
In __________ memory access multiprocessors, every 

memory word requires same access time.
uniform nonuniform primary stub 1

109 OS V In linux the command line interface is called the ______. utility library shell GUI 3

110 OS V
_______ is used on Linux to join file systems of different 

computers into one.
SMTP NFS android File systems 2
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111 OS I --------------- is a single user multi tasking operating system MS DOS Windows 95 Windows 2000 Word 2

112 OS II ------------------- is the actual address of the main memory
Physical 

address
Logical address Middle Address Full address 1

113 OS III The following is an essential condition for a deadlock to occur Circular Wait To request To stay idle
To suspend 

proess
1

114 OS IV It uses multiple Operating System on Single Machine Network Virtualization Cloud Management 2

115 OS V Ubuntu is a ----------- operating system Android Linux Windows Mac 2

116 OS I The Second Generation of computers was characterized by : Vacuum Tubes
Transistors and 

Batch Systems

ICs and 

Multiprogrammi

ng

Personal 

Computers
2

117 OS I
Which of the following transition causes a process to go from 

a Blocked state to Ready state?

Process blocks 

for input

Scheduler 

picks another 

process

Scheduler 

picks this 

process

Input for which 

the process 

was blocked 

becomes 

available

4

118 OS II
The ______________ is responsible for mapping virtual 

addresses onto physical addresses.

Memory 

Management 

Unit

Process 

Scheduler
Disk Scheduler

Virtual Machine 

Monitor
1

119 OS II
A _______________ path name is used in conjunction with 

the concept of the current working directory.
Absolute Single-level Relative Hierarchical 3

120 OS III Which of the following RAID level uses double parity ? RAID Level 0 RAID Level 1 RAID Level 3 RAID Level 6 4

121 OS III Which of the following is not a Deadlock Recovery method? Preemption Rollback
Killing a 

process

Attacking 

mutual 

exclusion 

condition

4

122 OS IV
Complete computer systems connected over a wide area 

network, such as the Internet form a___________.

Multiprocessor 

system

Multicomputer 

system

Distributed 

system

Multiprogrammi

ng system
3

123 OS IV

The _______________ ensures that the cloud provider 

meters the 

resources used in a way that matches the type of service 

agreed upon.

Measured 

service
Rapid elasticity

Resource 

pooling

On-demand 

self-service
1

124 OS V The fork() system call of Linux is used to:

Wait for a child 

process to 

terminate

Create a child 

process 

identical to the 

parent

Replace a 

process’ core 

image

Terminate 

process 

execution and 

return status

2
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125 OS V In the context of Windows file structure, 'MFT' stands for:

Memory 

Feature 

Translation

Memory File 

Table

Master Feature 

Table

Master File 

Table
4

126 OS 1
An operating system is a program that manages the 

computer ____________.
application File system software hardware Option 4

127 OS 1 Linux is running as the ____________ operating system. guest physical host isolated Option 3

128 OS 2 When does page fault occur?

The page is 

present in 

memory

The deadlock 

occurs

The page does 

not present in 

memory

The buffering 

occurs
Option 3

129 OS 2
The system must keep a ___________ pointer to the location 

in the file where the next write is to take place.
write read file position delete Option 1

130 OS 3
If devices use a common set of wires, the connection is 

called a ___________.
PCI bus bus daisy chain port Option 2

131 OS 3

The _____________ works closely with the VM manager to 

provide cache services for all components under the control 

of the I/0 manager.

VM manager cache manager VACB disk driver Option 2

132 OS 4
____________ makes guest operating systems and 

applications "believe" they are running on native hardware.
Virtualization Simulation

Mutual 

exclusion
containers Option 1

133 OS 4
_____________ interact with the device controller to take and 

give I/O and perform required error handling.

Device 

controller
Device Drivers

Interrupt 

handlers
Disk Option 2

134 OS 5

____________, the core, privileged executive that manages 

all system resources and that interacts directly with the 

computer hardware.

Unix linux Kernal shell Option 3

135 OS 5

___________ determines under which directory names 

configuration files, libraries, system binaries, and run-time 

data files should be stored.

windows OS
linux 

distributions

unix system 

services

Linux file 

system
Option 4

136 DM I A __________ is an ordered collection of objects. Relation Function Set Proposition 3

137 DM I {x: x ∈ N and x is prime} then it is ________ Not a set finite infinite Empty 3

138 DM II

Which sets are not empty?

{x: x is a even 

prime greater 

than 3}

{x : x is a 

multiple of 2 

and is odd}

{x: x is an even 

number and 

x+3 is even}

{ x: x is a prime 

number less 

than 5 and is 

odd} 4

139 DM II

Which of the following statement is a proposition?

Get me a glass 

of milkshake God bless you!

What is the 

time now?

The only even 

prime number 

is 2 4
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140 DM III A function is said to be ______________ if and only if f(a) = 

f(b) implies that a = b for all a and b in the domain of f. One-to-many One-to-one Many-to-many Many-to-one

2

141 DM III
Let f and g be the function from the set of integers to itself, 

defined by f(x) = 2x + 1 and g(x) = 3x + 4. Then the 

composition of f and g is ____________ 6x + 9 6x + 7 6x + 6 6x + 8

1

142 DM IV
A relation can be represented using a____ Indirected 

graph Pie graph Directed graph Line graph 3

143 DM IV
A relation R on set A is called _________ if xRy implies yRx. Irreflexive Reflexive Anti-Symmetric Symmetric

4

144 DM V
When we throw a coin then what is the probability of getting 

head?
0.5 1 2 3 1

145 DM V
When we throw a dice then what is the probability of getting 

the number greater than 5? 01-May 01-Jun 01-Feb 01-Mar
2

146 DM I What is the Cartesian product of A = {1, 2} and B = {a, b} ?
{(1, a), (1, b), 

(2, a), (b, b)}

{(1, 1), (2, 2), 

(a, a), (b, b)}

{(1, a), (1, b), 

(2, a), (2, b)}

{(1, 1), (a, a), 

(2, a), (1, b)}
3

147 DM I What is the dual of (A ˄ B) ˅ (C ˄ D) ?
(A ˅ B) ˅ (C ˅ 

D)

(A ˅ B) ˄ (C ˅ 

D)

(A ˅ B) ˅ (C ˄ 

D)

(A ˄ B) ˅ (C ˅ 

D)
2

148 DM II
Let P (x) denote the statement “x >7.” Which of these have 

truth value true?
P(0) P(4) P(6) P(9) 4

149 DM II
Which of the following can only be used in disproving the 

statements? Direct proof

Contrapositive 

proofs

Counter 

Example

Mathematical 

Induction
3

150 DM III
In the principle of mathematical induction, which of the 

following steps is mandatory?

inductive 

reference

induction 

hypothesis

induction set 

assumption

minimal set 

representation
2

151 DM III
Let f and g be the function from the set of integers to itself, 

defined by f(x) = x + 1 and g(x) = 2 - 2x. Then the (f o g)(-2) = 

____________.

7 1 5 10 1

152 DM IV Let R1 and R2 be two equivalence relations on a set. Is R1 ∪ 

R2 an equivalence relation?

an equivalence 

relation

reflexive 

closure of 

relation

not an 

equivalence 

relation

partial 

equivalence 

relation

1

153 DM IV
__________ is a walk in which the edges is not repeated 

twice but vertices can be visited twice through a different 

edge.

path circuit trial simple circuit 3

154 DM V
When we throw a dice then what is the probability of getting 

an even number ?
01-Jun 01-Feb 01-Mar 01-Apr 2

155 DM V
If A and A' are complementary events , then P(A') = 

__________ 1 - P(A) 1 + P(A) P(A) . P(A') 1 x P(A) 1
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156 DM I A ˄ (B ˅ C)= (A ˄ B) ˅ (A ˄ C)

It is 

Commuitative 

Law

It is Associative 

Law

It is Distributive 

Law

De Morgan 

Law
3

157 DM I
p →q ; q →r ; ∴ p →r This is a valid argument form of _____ Modus Ponens Transitivity Modus Tollens Conjunction 2

158 DM II
Write formal negations for the following statements: ∀ primes 

p, p is odd.

∃a prime p 

such that p is 

not odd.

∃a prime p 

such that p is 

odd.

∀ primes p 

such that p is 

not odd.
∀ primes p, p is 

not odd.

1

159 DM II What is the floor value of −2.01? 2 3 -2 -3 4

160 DM III
A ___________ is a discrete structure used to represent an 

ordered list.
sequence recursion induction list 1

161 DM III What is the quotient remainder theorem? n=dq+r n=r n=m r=0 1

162 DM IV

If anyone element is related to second and second element is 

realed to third then first element is related to the third then the 

relation is called _______________ relation.

transitive symmetric

reflexive

closure 1

163 DM IV
A diagrammatic representation of a partial order relation R is 

called ______________.
diagraph graph tree Hasse diagram 4

164 DM V
A ____________ experiment is a process for which the 

outcome cannot be predicted.
random discrete applied binomial 1

165 DM V
Two events A and B are _______ when they don't have a 

common element.
independent dependent disjoint complement 3

166 DM I
_______ numbers give the count of the number of ways to 

partition a set. cardinal power members Bell
4

167 DM I __________is a schematic diagram that shows all possible 

logical relations between different mathematical sets.

Halting problem Russel's 

paradox

Venn diagram Boolean 

algebra 3

168 DM II

Which of the following statements is true:

A number is 

rational if and 

only if its 

square is 

rational.

An integer n is 

odd if and only 

if n 2 + 2n is 

odd.

A number is 

irrational if and 

only if its 

square is 

irrational

At least one of 

two numbers x 

and y is 

irrational if and 

only if the 

product xy is 

irrational

2
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169 DM II

Propositional logic uses symbols to stand for statements 

and____________.

Nonstatements The 

relationships 

between 

subject and 

predicate Truth values

The 

relationships 

between 

statements

4

170 DM III

What is the range of a function?

the maximal 

set of numbers 

for which a 

function is 

defined

the maximal 

set of numbers 

which a 

function can 

take values

it is set of 

natural 

numbers for 

which a 

function is 

defined domain

2

171 DM III
The main mathematical structure used in the study of 

repeated processes is the _________. continuity sequence

mathematical 

induction factorial
2

172 DM IV
A graph G is called a ____________graph if it can be drawn 

in a plane without any edges crossed. non-planar directed planar undirected
3

173 DM IV
The binary relation {(1,1), (2,1), (2,2), (2,3), (2,4), (3,1), (3,2)} 

on the set {1, 2, 3} is ______________.

reflective, 

symmetric and 

transitive

irreflexive, 

symmetric and 

transitive

neither 

reflective, nor 

irreflexive but 

transitive

irreflexive and 

antisymmetric

3

174 DM V
If an event E contains only one sample point, such an event E 

is called an ____________ event. sure elementary compound impossible
2

175 DM V
A/An_________of an experiment is the set of all possible 

outcomes of the experiments. sample space event combination probability
1

176 DM Which one of the following can be probability ratio ? 03-Feb 17/15 02-Mar -0.5 3

177 DM
What is the Cartesian product of A = {1, 2} and B = {a, b}?

{(1, a), (1, b), 

(2, a), (b, b)}

{(1, a), (2, a), 

(1, b), (2, b)}

{(1, 1), (2, 2), 

(a, a), (b, b)}

{(1, 1), (a, a), 

(2, a), (1, b)}
2

178 DM

What are the inverse of the conditional statement “If you 

make your notes, it will be a convenient in exams.”

“If you do not 

make notes, 

then it will not 

be a 

convenient in 

exams.”

“If you make 

notes, then it 

will be a 

convenient in 

exams.”

“If it will not be 

a convenient in 

exams, then 

you did not 

make your 

notes.”

“If it will be a 

convenient in 

exams, then 

you make your 

notes

1

179 DM
Consider the recurrence relation a1=4, an=5n+an-1. The 

value of a64 is _________ 53700 75100 10399 23760
3

180 DM
If a, b, c, d are distinct prime numbers with an as smallest 

prime then a * b * c * d is a ___________ Odd number Prime number Real number Even number
4
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181 CS I
The word communication is originated from 

_________________
Communalism Communis Communism Conmunics B

182 CS I You have to empathetic to others. This means__________ Clear Courtesy Consideration Correct C

183 CS II _________________is another word for biodata Letter Word File List Resume D

184 CS II
_________________interview takes place to discuss the 

problems of the employees
Grievance

Under- stress 

interview
Appraisal Selection A

185 CS III
A presentation done in a team is called as 

________________________.
Interview Presentation

Team 

Presentation

Group 

Discussion
C

186 CS III
_________________________is a formal mode of 

communication.
Call to friends Meetings Grapevine

Face to face 

conversation
B

187 CS IV
__________________ is all about spreading information 

about the product to the consumers.

Marketing 

Communication

Finance 

Communication

Human 

Resource 

Communication

Project 

Communication
A

188 CS IV A _____________is. used to seperate independent clauses. Semi-colon Comma Full stop Question mark B

189 CS V ___________________is used for studying notes Letter Offer Letter Mind map Templates C

190 CS V _____________is the first step in presentation Interjection Audience Occassion Planning D

191 CS I Communication is a __________ process. one way two way three way four way Option2

192 CS II
A candidate who goes for an interview is called 

___________. interviewer interviewee supervisor staff option2

193 CS III _______leads and presides over a meeting. chairperson secretary supervisor coordinator option1

194 CS IV
The full form of OHP is _______.

over heating 

part

over head 

process

over head 

projector

only head 

projector option3

195 CS V
Ethics corresponds to _______ need of humans in business 

activities. profit moral interest financial option2

196 CS I Which of the following is not a C of communication? consideration completeness correctness contactless option 4

197 CS I
Which of the following is the part of technology based 

communication?

video 

conferencing
letter writing

sending 

message with 

bird

talking face to 

face
option1

198 CS II Which of the following is not a part of letter? salutations
body of the 

letter

complimentary 

close
schema option 4

199 CS II Which of the following is a good listening habit ?
paying attention 

while listening

maintaining 

proper posture

no 

preconceived 

notions in mind

all of the above option 4
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200 CS III GD stands for _______
group 

discussion

great 

discussion

guided 

discussion

growing 

discussion option1

201 CS III
Which of the following guideline is wrong with reference to 

conducting a successful team briefing?

identify the 

issue but don't 

solve it

choose and 

appreciate 

venue

start with 

positivism

keep it short 

and simple
option 1

202 CS IV
The act of making someone do something or believe on 

something is known as _______________.
persuasion destruction anxiety

talking too 

much
option 1

203 CS IV
A /An ___________helps an individual to communicate more 

effectively with people around them

communication 

aid
unutilised aid

awareness 

program
silent image option 1

204 CS V
___________ is a situation where a group of people meet to 

generate new ideas and solutions around a specific domain 

of interest by removing inhibitions

brain damaging brainstorming chitchating
group 

discussion
option 2

205 CS V
Which of the following tip is important in order to give 

effective presentation?
practice

just reading the 

content in front 

of audience

panicking
sweating due to 

fear
option 1


